
Flexion 
Seating

™ 

Make your space work®



Your workplace and the way you get it all done has evolved. 

Chances are, you’re not stationed in one place all day 

anymore—and when you’ve got a schedule packed with 

meetings and project planning, the last thing you need is a 

task chair with confusing adjustments and fussy mechanisms. 

Designed to support you through a variety of postures and 

tasks, Flexion goes with the flow when you’re on-the-go. 

With a dynamic seat design that relieves pressure points, a 

single, uncomplicated lever for easy adjustments, and a clean, 

frameless aesthetic, this smart seating solution understands 

that to keep productivity at its peak, comfort is non-negotiable. 

Ideal for unassigned seating spaces like benching, touchdown, 

and hybrid areas, Flexion offers straightforward performance 

and easy agility to energetic environments.

A versatile 
seat for 
versatile 
work.
Seating For a New Era

Shown with Empower® workstations and Workwall.
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For more information, visit hon.com/flexionSee HON Pricer for complete product information.
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Breeze Regatta Charcoal TitaniumBlack FogBrownstone

4-Way Stretch Mesh Colors

Black SaltTitanium

Frame, Base, & Casters Colors

Make your space work®

Fixed Height-Adjustable Armless

Arm Options

DYNAMIC FLEX SUSPENSION
Enjoy support from any position 
with dynamic Flex technology. The 
4-point seat suspension responds 
and adapts to your movements - 
no adjustments necessary.

Polished 
Aluminum*

*Available  
on Base only.

“When it comes to unassigned seating, 
a chair needs to adapt to different users 
without complicated adjustments. Flexion 
is simple and intuitive, with both the seat 
and back moving in relation to natural body 
motion - you use it and it fits."

Nils Köhn & Wolfgang Deisig 
Deisig Design - Designers of Flexion


